
Smith’s Introduces New Folding Bone Saw at
Shot Show

Field Dress Big Game With Ease
Smith’s Consumer Products – the Edge Experts since 1886 – will introduce a new folding bone saw
in Booth 10327 at Shot Show in Las Vegas, Nevada. This saw is designed to take the hard work out
of field dressing any big game animal, saving you time and energy while out in the field. Its durable
yet compact design is excellent for travel and packing light.



Smith’s EdgeSport 6” Folding Bone Saw is a great addition to any field dressing kit. This
packable, lightweight folding bone saw is perfect for any hunting trip, no matter the conditions. It fits
perfectly in a backpack or can be attached to a lanyard to ensure that it does not get lost.  The saw’s
6” stainless steel blade is uniquely designed specifically for field dressing deer, elk, and moose, and
is equally useful back in camp when cutting wood for a fire. Its sturdy lock-back design secures the
blade in a working position during tough conditions. A durable TPE non-slip handle is essential for
safety when hands are wet. This trustworthy and durable bone saw is a true game changer in the
field or woods.

Key Features of the Smith’s 6-inch Folding Bone Saw Include:

● Packable, lightweight, durable design
● 6” stainless steel bone saw blade
● Non-slip TPE handle with lock-back design
● 7” overall length when closed, perfect for backcountry travel
● Tether-ready lanyard hole



Smith’s 6-inch Folding Bone Saw (SKU 51366) is protected by a limited lifetime warranty and has an
MSRP of $28.99.

Learn more about these and many other new offerings from The Edge Experts at Smith's Consumer
Products by visiting our new location – Booth 10327 – at Shot Show. We look forward to seeing you
there!

https://smithsproducts.com/51366?utm_source=kingeider&utm_medium=pressrelease&utm_term=bonesaw&utm_content=&utm_campaign=smithsconsumerproducts
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About Smith’s Consumer Products:

Smith’s Consumer Products is an Arkansas-based company that traces its history to 1886.
Smith’s produces the broadest line of knife and scissors sharpeners available, ranging from
simple, fixed angle pull-through sharpeners for consumers that want quick and easy sharpening
to sophisticated Precision Kits designed for the knife sharpening enthusiast. Our offering



includes both manual and electrical sharpeners that incorporate many different abrasive
materials, including diamond, carbide, ceramic, bonded synthetic abrasives, and, of course,
natural Arkansas stones. The Edge Experts at Smith’s Consumer Products also design and
manufacture a wide range of tools for outdoor enthusiasts as well as knives for everyday carry,
tactical, shop, kitchen, hunting, and fishing needs.


